
EXERCISE: 2x/day preferably before light activity                                                      
2 sets of 15-25, quality more important than quantity                                               

Do this daily for at least 7 days before moving onto Series 2 
 

1. Diaphragmatic Breathing - Relaxed Breathing (1:15): Lay with knees bent. One 
hand on chest and one hand on belly. Ensure that chest is NOT moving here, and all 
breath is into belly and pelvic floor.  Belly should get larger with each inhale, and 
rebound back to start position, passively, with each exhale.   
2. Negative Pressure Abdominal Brace - Supported Breathing (2:37): Activate 
lower abs up and in, to unload your organs off of your pelvis & lumbar spine  Hands on 
lower abs to ensure that belly muscles firm up and move IN towards spine and 
NOT up towards ceiling.  Maintain this gentle ab activation, and breathe.  You now 
can't breathe into your belly, so you ought to breathe into your lower ribcage. Gently 
active abs, relaxed neck and pelvic floor muscles, and focus on movement through lower 
ribcage (up & down, side to side).

3. Pelvic Tilt (4:07): Start with negative pressure abdominal brace (hand on to ensure 
belly is contracting in the correct way).  Hold this, breathe, & now add small tailbone 
tilts up and down.  Keep tummy tight while we flatten low back (posterior tilt), then 
arch low back (anterior tilt). The arch is JUST high enough to get a postcard under the 
small of your back. Tummy twice as tight as you do the small arch. Breathe :) 
4. Clamshell (6:23): Lay on your side with knees bent, and heels, hips and shoulders all 
in one line (knees are in front of this line).  Negative pressure abdominal brace, torso 
tips slightly forward, and lift top knee only (ankles stay together and on ground to start) 
2-3 inches.  Works back pocket muscle (gluteus medius) on top leg.  NO WORK should 
be in front of hip.   Master this isolation first, then if you need more, go ahead and 
elevate ankles 3-4 inchs up, to move gluteus medius through greater range. 
5. Entry Level Bridge (8:11): Lay on back with knees bent.  Negative Pressure 
Abdominal Brace, relaxed pelvic floor, and come to a posterior tilt (flat back, tailbone 
up) to start.    Keep abs engaged, posterior tilt (tailbone points to ceiling) and lift into a 
2-3 inch bridge.  Keep abs engaged, tailbone up, and lower down, so that belt line hits 
before tailbone parts. You can advance this by widening feet more, or moving slightly 
higher. 
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